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INTRODUCTION
I am very proud of the book, you hold you in
your hand. All the people involved in this project
did their best to provide you, Reader, the
best quality materials. This is what Black Belt
Project has been all about from the beginning
- ultimate source for anybody interested in
developing their Taekwon-do skills.
And from the beginning I have this honor to
cooperate only with the best competitors in
the world. I have also had support of many
Taekwon-do Masters who were helping me
along the way.
Although medium on which I provide Black
Belt materials has been changing, from DVDs
to programs, applications, books and online
resources (www.tkd-blackbelt.com) - one
thing stays the same –quality.
I put so much attention to quality, because
I have great respect for you and all the
Taekwon-do practitioners who find this
project useful and share their ideas and
feedback. Thank you for that. Each email,
each conversation is very important to me and
helps shaping the future of Black Belt Project.
None of this would happen if not for a help
of Master Tadeusz Loboda who was the first
ABOUT AUTHOR
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person that introduced Black Belt Project to
the world and keeps helping me still. I also
want to express my gratitude to Master Jerzy
Jedut who joined the project, presenting his
skills on BB Basics.
I am very thankful to Grand Master Hector
Marano for his invaluable input into my first
book, all the suggestions and corrections.
He always has been available when I needed
some technical help.
I am very glad that I can still count on help
of my friend, Jonathan Morris from Mightyfist
with whom I share this pursuit of quality and
excellence that is common to our products.
Extracts of my other friend’s book, A day in
eternity, enriched this project and will help
you dive deeper into the world of Taekwon-do
patterns. Thank you, Luciano for all your work.
Taekwon-do legends, world-class competitors
who have devoted their time to performed
for you in this book, amazed me with their
professionalism and dedication.
Thank you Jarek, Lylian, Mark & Maxime,
I hope we will continue our cooperation in next
projects together.

GRYGIEL III DAN

Born in 1981 in Czestochowa. He was Polish academic champion
in years 2001 – 2003 (patterns and special techniques). Master of
Computer Science, currently specializing insoftware development,
web design. Taekwon-do practitioner for over 15 years. Participant
of seminars with GM Bos, GM Lan, GM Marano, GM Trajtenberg,
Master Jerzy Jedut and others.
Since 2012 he has been developing Black Belt Project, creating
software, books and mobile applications that help people around
the world enhance their Taekwon-do skills. Constantly working on
new projects with the best Taekwon-do practioners and instructors
such as: Master Tadeusz Loboda VIII DAN (AETF President), Master
Jerzy Jedut VIII DAN (AETF General Secretary), Mr. Jaroslaw Suska
(multiple world champion) and many others. His personal belief that:
“Essence of live is growth” helps him provide exceptional value to
his customers.
Privately loves travelling, photography, snowboard, self-development
and sport in general.
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Mr. Jaroslaw

SUSKA VI DAN
Born on 18.10.1972 in Poland and called ‘the best
pattern performer ever’ by a great many authorities, as
well as his fans; 6-time World Champion and 20time European Champion, is a real legend, a very
unique person, and an amazing competitor who delights
Taekwon-Do practitioners all over the world with his
perfectionism.
His skills can be admired in a series of educational
programs from the Black Belt series – available at www.
tkd-blackbelt.com
His amazing performances, either during the tournaments
or at the seminars and camps, always gather round
many competitors, coaches, Masters, supporters and
spectators alike.
We watch this iconic member of the Polish National Team of many years with admiration, respect, and
simply enjoy watching him perform patterns or any other taekwon-do technique, and we simply cannot
take our eyes off him. This champion is an inspiration and an excellent role model to follow for a plethora of
taekwon-do enthusiasts.
Those who have had a chance to train at Mr. Suska’s session know pretty well that he is really tough,
demanding, professional, and very serious from the first minute to the very end of the training session.




Jaroslaw Suska VI DAN

Mr. Lylian

DOULAY VI DAN

Born 22 June 1976 near Paris, France. He began his Taekwon-do
career on September 1993. He is International Instructor 6th degree
and ITF France president. He was European Champion 2014 and
World Cup champion 2012-2014. He has been working in the
Navy for 18 years. Participant of tenInternational Instructors Courses
and twoInternational Umpire Courses. Winner of many international
championships, truly devoted to improving his Taekwon-do skills.
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Mr. Mark

TROTTER

V DAN

Mark Trotter Born 18-08-1984 Auckland New Zealand. Mr Trotter
has been training Taekwon-Do for 25 years , he started at the age
of 5 and was the youngest black belt in Oceania at age 9 , a record
that still stands today.Mark was the first New Zealander to win the
World Championships for his country in 2002 Puerto Rico. He is 5
time World Champion and 3 time World Cup champion.
Mark Trotter competes in 3 different events, patterns , sparring and
traditional sparring. He is the current 2 time World Cup Champion 2012/2014 for 4th-6th degree Patterns and current 4 time traditional
sparring World Champion -2007/2011/2013/2015.
He is the most capped competitor from New Zealand competing at
10 world championships and 3 world cups - a great achievement for
only 30 years of age. He has also captained the New Zealand team
since Canada 2007. Mr Trotter travels and teaches seminars all over
the world and loves giving and receiving knowledge about Taekwondo as it has been his life .

Mark Trotter V DAN

Mr. Maxime

BUJOLD

IV DAN

Maxime Bujold has an interesting resume. He was once a promising
young athlete in Taekwon-Do from a small french-speaking town in
Eastern Canada. He caught the eyes of many coaches and umpires
around the world with displays of great technique and skills. Hard work
and dedication led him to become World Champion (2002 - patterns
and sparring; 2003 -patterns; 2007 - sparring; 2015 - patterns) and
World Cup Champion (2004 - patterns and sparring; 2006 patterns
and sparring; 2014 - sparring ) in patterns and sparring. After realizing
some of his goals in Taekwon-Do, he made a difficult life choice to
hang his dobok and pursue his professional ambitions.
He completed a Doctor degree in Dental surgery, and helps the
citizens of beautiful Quebec City maintain a healthy life and a healthy
smile. Now that he is back in the competition scene, he seeks to set an example for the future champions
of the ITF by being a leader among his national team and building a friendly and respectful relationship with
people involved in our martial art.

Maxime Bujold IV DAN
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SINEWAVE STUDY
The follow is a study of the various speeds in
patterns, such as fast and continuous motion, and
how we do sinewave.
“In the beginning”, there was only normal, fast and
slow motion. Continuous came later, then finally
connecting with the publishing of the second
edition of the 15 volume Encyclopedia in 1983.
There is generally no problem with understanding
slow and connecting motion... connecting being
two movements in the one sinewave and one
breath...like hooking block/punch in Yul-Gok,
scooping block/punch in Ge-Baek.
But what is the difference between fast and
continuous motion?
Is it the sine wave? Is it the breathing? Is it the
overall speed or time it takes to complete the
movements? Is it the interval of time between the
two movements?
Let’s look at these one by one:

to “merge” his breaths somewhat on continuous
motion. The ITF Technical Committee further
explained continuous motion breathing as
inhaling only once, then breathing out on each
technique as you execute it. (NZ seminar, August
2004). Connecting motion has only one breath.
It should be noted (just to confuse things)
that there appears to be a mistake in the
Encyclopedia. It says in the Theory of Power
section that each movement should have one
breath except for “continuous motion”. This I
think is an error, as it states in the Training Secret
section “except on connecting motion”.
Over-all speed or time taken:
Sometimes continuous movements take longer
to complete than fast - sometimes the other
way around. For example, the two fast motion
punches in Do-San are over and done with
quicker than the low/rising blocks in Dan-Gun.
Yet in Po-Eun, the continuous motion techniques
are completed at a fast rate.

Sinewave:
With the continuous motion in Dun-Gun, General
Choi gave very clear instructions to drop down
after the low block, then rise up, then down on the
rising block. In other words, full sine wave. Downup-down. In Po-Eun however, every continuous
movement is NOT done with full sinewave - the
final “down” of the preceding movement becomes
the first “down” of the next. So there is no clear
rule there. There is also the fast motion in UlJi which is just one movement - dropping into
x-stance...so how can we make a clear rule to
do with sinewave? Then there is fast motion with
kicks also - like in Hwa-Rang and Choong-Moo...
The ITF Technical Committee also offered this
definition of continuous motion and sinewave
at the seminar in New Zealand, August 2004:
Movements in continuous motion should be
completed using full sine wave (down-up-down)
unless there are more than 2 movements (eg PoEun 6-12, 24-30 and Yoo-Sin 16-19), in which
case perform a 2/3 sinewave.
Breathing:
Both fast and continuous movements call for
individual breaths, although the General tended
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Interval between movements:
There is a popular view that the difference
between normal, fast and continuous is the
interval, or gap between the movements. The
idea is that two movements performed at normal
speed would have a natural count or gap
between them, fast has this gap shortened, the
continuous has no gap at all. This would fine
except that this is not the way fast motion gets
performed, either by seniors, Masters or General
Choi himself. If you watch, there is no gap at all
between the two punches in Do-san for example:
as soon as the first is finished you spring straight
up into the 2nd almost in a continuous-like
motion.

General Choi said once:

“Fast motion is performed with urgency,
aggressive. Continuous motion is performed with
grace and beauty - it must flow.”
So I think then, we have to try and understand
what his thoughts were when he introduced
the terminology. He had “fast motion” already

- but it didn’t adequately describe the flowing,
continuous nature by which he wanted certain
other movements linked.
Continuous movements always involve defence –
and the idea is to link them smoothly with a nice
flow and rhythm. Fast techniques are normally
attacks, nearly always punches and kicks (but not
always (Yoo Sin 34 – 35).
CONCLUSION
Slow motion – movement is performed slowly
with slow breathing. This is used to emphasize an
important movement and to check balance and
control.
Fast motion – urgent and aggressive, normal
breathing. Fast motion is nearly always attacks
– mainly two punches. Short-cut your sinewave–
spring straight from the first movement into the
next.
Continuous motion – link the movements
together with no pause between the end of one
movement and the start of the next. Breath in
once then out in a continuous flow of air but
emphasizing each movement. Try to link the
moments smoothly, with grace and beauty.
(Continuous movements always start with a
block).

Sinewave Study
This is an analysis of how sinewave is performed
in pattern movements in relation to fast,
continuous and connecting motion. This is based
on watching Gen. Choi and others perform the
movement at various seminars over the years.
There seems to be 4 ways of moving from one
movement on to the next, as listed below:
Full sinewave means once the first movement
is complete, you then drop your weight down,
up, then down again as you complete the next
movement (down/up/down).
2/3 sinewave means completing the first
movement, moving straight up then down to
complete the next movement (up/down).
1/3 sinewave means you are already up at the
completion of the first movement, so then drop
down into the next (down).

Connecting motion – complete the two
movements with one breath and one sinewave.
Connecting motion is always with two
movements using opposite arms.
There is also other terminology used in patterns
like - “in a quick motion, a releasing motion, in
a consecutive kick” etc. How is a quick motion
different from a fast motion?
“Releasing motion” – the General is telling us it is
a releasing technique
“Consecutive kick” – the General is telling us “do
not put your foot on the ground after the first kick”
“Quick” – used for single movements so means
“do it quickly”, as opposed to fast motion, which
describes how two or more movements should
be performed together.
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Yon-Gae
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Yon-Gae

Yeon-Gae
(or Yon-Gae) is
named after the
famous general
Yon Gae Somoon

Movements: 49
This pattern is practiced by the 4th
degree and above
Starting position: MoosaJunbiSogi
AWarrior Ready Stance A

during

Diagram:

the Goguryeo

C

Dynasty.
He defended
Goguryeo from the

A

B

aggression of the
Tang Dynasty by
destroying nearly
300,000 of their
troops at Ansi Sung.
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Additional Info:
Slow motion: 2, 13
Stamping motion: 39, 42
Natural motion: 10, 21, 38, 41
Shift: 5, 16, 40
Slide: 1, 3, 12, 14, 47, 49
High kicks: Nopunde Yopcha Jirugi
(28, 35)

Yon-Gae

YEON GAE 연개 / 淵蓋
Yeon Gae (IV DAN)
In the 6th and 7th centuries,
the wars between Koguryo
and Tang China reached
the major climax of this contest. Koguryo without delay
began the fortification of
numerous military garrisons
after the Tang dynasty began incursions from the
northwest. The most important of the garrisons was the
Cheolli Jangseong, a huge
wall 400 kilometers long to
stop Chinese attacks. Its
construction was supervised by a powerful and
controversial military general named Yeon Gaesomun,
aka GENERALISSIMO
Yeon Gaesomun was born in the year 603.
He was the first and oldest son of Yeon Taejo, the Prime minister of Koguryo. The Yeon
Gaesomun family was of “sacred bone”
rank. Yeon began his military career at an
early age and was quickly promoted due to
his impetus and character. These attributes
led him to become Governor of the western
province of Liadong, where he ordered the
construction of a network of the military garrisons.
The Royal Court’s fear by the power accumulated by the General was increasing. In
the winter 642, King Yeongnyu was plotting
with his high rank officials to kill Yeon Gae.
When Yeon received the news, he arranged
a sumptuous banquet to which 180 king’s
politicians were invited. Yeon’s soldiers ambushed and killed them all. Yeon Gae then
proceeded to the palace and murdered
the king. According to traditional sources,
Yeon’s men dismembered the dead king’s
corpse and discarded it without proper ceremony. Yeon Gae had no opponents to seize
political and military control of Koguryo. All
diplomatic and political relations were in his
hands.
THE END OF KOGURYO
The impetus of Yeon Gae was devastating,
but he was aware that he would need to
negotiate to avoid being cornered by the

Chinese at the north and
by Silla at the south. In
an apparently conciliatory measure with Tang,
Yeon Gae gave more
prominence to Taoism,
although the main religion of Koguryo was Buddhism. But the Taoist attitude of Yeon Gae was
not enough. The Tang
Court immediately sided
with Silla and declared
war on Koguryo.
Tang and Silla invaded
Koguryo four times from
645 to 661 and were unsuccessful in all attempts.
According to historical
texts, Yeon Gae used to
cut off the heads of their
enemies mounted on
his horse. He used to carry five swords which he handled with both
hands. The name of Yeon Gae caused panic
among his rivals. Very few Chinese dared to
command military expeditions against him.
His ferocity in battle was unmatched.
However, the kingdom of Koguryo was
doomed to fall. Without allies and its economy severely damaged after the four major invasions, Koguryo could never be fully recovered. Silla and Tang continued their mutual
alliance for over 8 years. Finally in 666, Yeon
Gaesomun died, leaving the King Bojang as
heir to a dying kingdom. In 668, two years
after Yeon’s death, Koguryo finally met its
demise. However, at least during the rule of
Yeon Gae the Tang-Silla alliance was unable
to subdue Koguryo. Later, in a brilliant move,
the leaders of Silla expelled the Chinese from
the peninsula and unify the three kingdoms
into a single Korean state.Nowadays Yeon
Gae is still very controversial. He has been
one of the most polemical figures in Korean
history. The standpoint of his detractors shows
him as a despot and tyrant leader, and criticized Yeon for the coup d’état and the regicide that brought him to power. Yeon’s defenders, however, considered Yeon Gae a
hero, a Korean patriot who ended up an autocrat reign that ruled for the upper classes.
Under either of the two views, nobody can
deny that Yeon Gae fought tirelessly against
the Chinese to defend their homeland.
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Yon-Gae

Moosa Junbi Sogi A
Warrior Ready Stance A

1. Niunja So Sonkal Dung
Najunde Daebi Makgi
Right L-stance reverse
knifehand low guarding block
Slide to C to form a right
L-stance toward D while
executing a low guarding
block to D with a reverse knifehand.
Perform in a circular motion.

2. Gunnun So Ghin Joomuk
Nopunde Bandae Jirugi
Left walking stance long fist
high reverse punch
Execute a high punch to D
with the right long fist while
forming a left walking stance
toward D pivoting with the left
foot.
Perform in slow motion.
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Yon-Gae

3. Niunja So Palmok
Kaunde Daebi Makgi
Left L-stance forearm
middle guarding block
Slide to C forming a
left L-stance toward
D while executing a
middle guarding block
to D with the forearm.

4. Twimyo Sonkal Yop
Taerigi
Right knifehand middle
flying outward side strike
Execute a middle
outward strike to D with
the right knife-hand
while flying to D and
then land to D forming
a left L-stance toward D
with the right knife-hand
extended to D.

5. Niunja So Kyocha Joomuk Momcho
Makgi
Left L-stance X-fist middle checking
block
Shift to C maintaining a left L-stance
toward D while executing a checking
block to D with an X-fist.
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Yon-Gae

6. Gunnun So Gutgi
Right walking stance right flat fingertip
outward cross-cut
Execute a high outward cross-cut to D
with the right flat finger tip while forming
a right walking stance toward D,
slipping the right foot.

7. Dwitbal So Sun Palkup Bandae
Naeryo Tulgi
Left rear foot stance right
downward elbow thrust.
Execute a downward thrust
with the right straight elbow
while forming a left rear foot
stance toward D, pulling the
right foot.

8. Kyocha So Dung Joomuk
Nopunde Yop Taerigi
Left X-stance to AD, left back fist
high side strike
Jump to D forming a left X-stance
toward AD while executing a high
side strike to D with the left back
fist.

14
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Yon-Gae

9. Gunnun So Sonkal Najunde
Bandae Yop Makgi
Left walking stance knifehand
low reverse outward block.
Move the right foot to C to
form a left walking stance
toward D while executing a
low outward block to D with
the right knife-hand.

10. Narani So Sonbadak Kaunde Golcho Makgi
Parallel stance left palm middle hooking
block.
Move the right foot on line AB to form a
parallel stance toward D while executing
a middle hooking block to D with the left
palm.

11. Narani So Ap Joomuk Kaunde Jirugi
Parallel stance right middle front
punch.
Execute a middle punch to D with the
right fist while maintaining a parallel
stance toward D.
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Yon-Gae

12. Niunja So Sonkal Dung Najunde
Daebi Makgi
Left L-stance reverse knifehand
low guarding block.
Slide to C forming a left L-stance
toward D while executing a
low guarding block to D with a
reverse knife-hand.
Perform in a circular motion.

13. Gunnun So Ghin Joomuk
Nopunde Bandae Jirugi
Right walking stance long fist
high reverse punch.
Execute a high punch to D
with the left long fist while
forming a right walking
stance toward D, pivoting
with the right foot.
Perform in slow motion.

14. Niunja So Palmok Kaunde
Daebi Makgi
Right L-stance forearm
middle guarding block.
Slide to C forming a right
L-stance toward D while
executing a middle guarding
block to D with the forearm.
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Moon-Moo

Mun-Mu (or MoonMoo) honors King
Munmu, the 30th king
of the Silla Dynasty,
who completed the
unification of the three
kingdoms (Goguryeo,
Baik-je, Silla). His body
was buried near Dae
Wang Am (Great King’s
Rock). According to
his will, the body was
placed in the sea
“Where my soul shall
forever defend my land
against the Japanese”.
The 61 movements in
this pattern symbolize
the last two figures of
661 AD when Munmu
came to the throne.
(This pattern normally
resides between Choi
Yong and Sea-Jong)
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Movements: 61
This pattern is practiced by 4th
degree and above.
Starting position: Narani Junbi Sogi
(Parallel Ready Stance)
Diagram:
C

A

B

D

Additional Info:
Connecting motion: 28, 29, 37, 38
Slow motion: 1, 2, 5, 9, 10, 11,
14, 18, 20, 23
Stamping motion: 27, 36
Shift: 45, 48
Slide: 25, 28, 34, 37
High punch: 61
High kicks: 2, 3, 5, 11, 12, 14,
20, 23, 32, 41, 43, 46

Moon-Moo

Moon Moo 문무 / 文武
In the mid-7th century, while Koguryo was at
war with the Sui and Tang Dynasties of China,
Baekje hastened to invade Silla, so they sought
an ally in the Tang. The Chinese agreed and
together with Silla conceived the strategy to
overthrow Baekje first and then face Koguryo.
In the year 660, the Tang arrived at Puyo, capital of Baekje and in a few days the city fell.
Koguryo could only resist until 668. That year,
after this kingdom fall, a new era started in the
Korean peninsula.
The kingdom of Silla and the Chinese had allied
to expel Koguryo and Baekje. Both sides knew
that when that goal was fulfilled they should
face each other to retain ultimate control of
the peninsula. The Tang created the Kyurem
prefecture, a Chinese satellite state to control Silla. King Munmu would eventually be the
Governor. In the mind of the monarch the idea of rebellion began
to take shape.
MOON MOO
Munmu was the son of King
Muyeol and Munmyeong, who
was the younger sister of Kim Yusin.
He was born under the name of
Prince Beopmin and as a member
of royalty, during his childhood was
devoted to military and Confucian
studies. At 35, and after the death
of his father, Munmu acceded to
the throne in 661 becoming the
first ruler ever to see the Korean
peninsula completely unified.
Inevitably, By 674, Tang and Silla were in open battle. Silla could resist all Tang
attacks while in parallel had to face many rebellions in its vast territory. This forced the Tang
to withdraw north of the Yalu River, leaving the
peninsula in the hands of Silla. The historical significance of the expulsion of Chinese by King
Munmu was enormous.
It was still persisting in the memory of the Korean people the establishment of the Chinese
Han dynasty 700 years earlier. A new domination of the peninsula would have meant that
the Korean peninsula would become an inseparable part of the Chinese nation. Surely, society and the Korean people had not been able
to develop its own identity under the rule of the
Tang.
To many scholars, the war against the Tang
would have seemed excessively dangerous.
It is also likely that, after such a long period of

war, a number of aristocrats would have been
attracted by the idea of reaching a reasonable compromise with the Tang. But King Munmu was a hero and skilled military leader who
used his military successes to strengthen his political position. Munmu ruled over unified Silla
for twenty years, until he fell ill in 681. Perhaps
because he was aware of this situation, King
Munmu, before his death, left instructions to the
crown prince to “take the throne before you
have even finished my funeral” and also made
the unprecedented request for cremation. Indeed, only one month after the funeral, on the
eighth day of the eighth month of 681, his son,
King Sinmun discovered a serious revolt being
planned by a number of prominent aristocrats
and led, shockingly, by his own father-in-law,
Gim Heum-dol. King Sinmun, in the edict preserved in the History of the Three Kingdoms, revealed that he had hunted down
and punished “every last twig and
leaf” of the rebels.
On his deathbed, Moon Moo left
his last will and testament, and abdicated to his son, Prince Sinmun.
Before he died he said:
“A country should not be without
a king at any time. Let the Prince
have my crown before he has my
coffin. Cremate my remains and
scatter the ashes in the sea where
the whales live. I will become a
dragon and thwart foreign invasion.”
King Sinmun did as his father asked,
and sprinkled his ashes over a small
rocky islet a hundred meters off the Korean
coast. Moreover, King Sinmun built the Gomun
Temple (the Temple of Treasured Blessing) and
dedicated it to his father; he built a waterway
for the sea dragon to come to and from the
sea and land. In a dream, King Munmu and the
famous general Kim Yusin appeared to King
Sinmun and said to him:
“Blow on a bamboo flute, this will calm the
heavens and the earth.” King Sinmun awoke
from the dream, rode out to the sea and received the bamboo flute. It was said that the
blowing of the bamboo flute invoked the spirits
of King Munmu and General Kim Yu-shin and
would push back enemy troops, cure illnesses,
bring rain during drought and halt the rains in
floods.
With the arrival of King Munmu to the throne,
the Three Kingdoms were united and a new
period of Korean history began.
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Moon-Moo

Narani Junbi Sogi
Parallel Ready Stance

1. Guburyo Junbi Sogi A
Right bending ready stance A
Turn the face to B while forming a right
bending ready A toward B.
Perform in a slow motion.

2. Nopunde Yopcha Jirugi
Left high side piercing kick.
Execute a high side piercing kick to B with the
left foot.
Perform in a slow motion.
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Moon-Moo

3. Nopunde Yopcha Jirugi
Left high side piercing kick
Execute a high side piercing kick to B with the
left foot.
Perform 2 and 3 in a double kick.

4. Annun So Opun Sonkut Kaunde Tulgi
Sitting stance right flat fingertip middle
thrust
Lower the left foot to B to form a sitting
stance toward D while executing a
middle thrust to D with the right flat
fingertip.

5. Nopunde
Bandae
Dollyo Goro
Chagi
Right high
reverse
hooking kick
Execute a
high reverse
hooking kick
to B with the
right foot.
Perform in a slow motion.
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Moon-Moo

6. Kyocha So Sonkal Yop Taerigi
Right X-stance to C, right knifehand side strike
Lower the right foot to B in a jumping motion
to form a right X-stance toward C while
executing a middle side strike to B with the
right knife-hand.

7. Gunnun So Sonbadak Noollo Makgi
Left walking stance right palm pressing block
Move the left foot to A forming a left walking
stance toward A while executing a pressing
block to A with the right palm.

8. Gunnun So Sonbadak Noollo Makgi
Right walking stance left palm pressing block
Move the right foot to A to form a right walking
stance toward A at the same time executing a
pressing block with the left palm.
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Moon-Moo

9. Weabal So Sonkal Bakuro Makgi
Right one leg stance left knifehand high side block,
right knife-hand low side block
Execute a high side block to B with the left knifehand and a low side block to A with the right knifehand while forming a right one-leg stance toward
D, pulling the left reverse footsword to the right
knee joint.

Perform in slow motion.

10. Guburyo Junbi Sogi A
Left bending ready stance A
Lower the left foot to the right foot and
then turn the face to A while forming a left
bending ready stance A toward A.
Perform in slow motion.

11. Nopunde Yopcha Jirugi
Right high side piercing kick
Execute a high side piercing kick to A with
the right foot.
Perform in a slow motion.
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Moon-Moo

12. Nopunde Yopcha Jirugi
Right high side piercing kick
Execute a high side piercing kick to A
with the right foot.
Perform 11 and 12 in a double kick.

13.Annun So Opun Sonkut Kaunde Tulgi
Sitting stance left flat fingertip middle thrust
Lower the right foot to a to form a sitting
stance toward D while executing a middle
thrust to D with the left flat fingertip.

14. Nopunde
Bandae
Dollyo
Goro
Chagi
Left high
reverse
hooking
kick
Execute
a high
reverse
hooking
kick to A with the left foot.
Perform in a slow motion.
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All the patterns’ descriptions come from
a great book – A day
in eternity by Luciano
L. Iriarte.
It is a historic journey
on Korean soil. This
book recounts the
life of those men and
women that created
the identity of a nation
that fought for independence for thousands of years.
From the creation of
the nation, through
the myth of Dangun,
to the painful division
of the two Koreas after
the second World War.
Taekwon-do practitioners will learn about
those heroes named
at the end of the patterns.
Luciano L. Iriarte – born in
San Isidro, Bs. As., Argentina in 1976. Degree in
Communication Sciences . Started Taekwon-do
in 1986.
Twitter:
@lucianoiriarte
Facebook:
Luciano.Iriarte
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